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by

Robe-rt, M. .Petty

Department of Educational Tsyohology
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.
PREFACE

.

.0
.9

I.

- C .
.. .

In these days of increased public concern with environmental quality,
city planners and, urbandesigners are required to seek new methods
')althwhich to accomplish their goaTh: As Proshansky, et al (1970)
have said, "Planning must anticipate future needs,not just meet ,

present ones. Planning can be expecteAuto avoid problems (which
implie6 that) clear goals are essential, but defining meaningful
.goals is otthplex." Frequently, therefore, the planner collabrates

/ with profesSionals from .other disciplines -- psychologists, educators,
soolasProrkers, architects, engineers, sociologistsasmeil as witharchitects,

client-users; and the process of planning becomes an
increasingly canplex, interdisciplinary task. What all of thisl

,means is that planners can no Irlger function alone, but must work
in groufs. .Onfortunately, coops.: ating in groups is more easily
suggested thanaccomplisheaT ,Cne reason for this is that often
peoplere'ne&tter comfortable nor adept at cOmmunicating in

.

group settings' esbeci4'1.1y4,'when the discussion is extended beyond

'1
,

tedhnolegibal expertise tcrj,nclude personal feelings. and attitudes.
.

,O.-
1.. ,, . . .

.

b. V
There are many variables which relate to the successful functioning
of groups; but he which is fundamental is the size of the group.
While, there is no body gf-literatUre widch'specifically relates

4
grout sizvto urban Rlanning,'fhere are two areas of research,
represented by the twOaections.of this re4leq, which might be

i helpful. Part I of this paper includes a selection of studies from
small group research iii experimental. social psychology. An of the

7

groups in these referehces were formed in order' to,discuts something,
usually-referred to,as A .'human relations problem." BeCause this
,area of research -is vast and because- the 'present intention is not to
repeat what has, already been adequatelY Neviewed (see Hare, 196;.
'Kelley and Thibaut, 1969; McGrath and Allman, 1966)4 Part I is
designed to be representative rather'Aan exhaustiAre.

.

Part II of this report represents ap attempt at a rigorous review
of,the feelings .of Clinicians and counselors regarding the desired
size for groups; Maibtaining the%jargon of these writers, group
members are variously referred to as "clientbe,HpatieniS,"

, "participants," etc. Undoubtedly some references are missing by
(,.

b.
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accident,, while ethers have been qxcluded.pu;ptaely. This lat,,t6, .
group:\incluiles., instances where thee writer may have indioated- a., .

-.--' preferred group size, but neglected to explain why a particular - /
. size ilas optillium. In any easel, i.t is up tb- tile individUal user \.

o of this bibliography to generalize from the, repoited -find3.ngs and
if ''' makd:application to his awn situation. t

4
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Harp, A. P. Handbook of small group research. Ne4 'York: Free
Press, 1962.. **

Kelley, H. ID. and J. W. Thibaut. Group problem solving. In
Lindiey, G: and Aronson, E. (eds.),, the handbook of 'social
psychology, 2nd edition, vol. it. Reading, Massachusetts:

(Addison-Wesley; 1969:

IfcGrath, J. E. and I. E. Altman. Small group research. New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1766.

Proshanski, H. IL, W. H. Itt'elson, and L. G
Environmental psychology: Man and his
NeW York: Holt; Rinehart and Winston,
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.

Bales, &. F. and E. 'F's. Bsig4ta. Size of grbups as a jilt.
,.

factor
'' he interdction profile. lit Hare, A. P., 'Borgatta, E. F.; ' . .-4

. and Bales, R. F.. '(eds.). S2,11...ali. New York: Knopf,, . .

194.65. . . . ..
.t$ . ,. ,4- . . \.

1. Using groups varying in si-e...fran two to seven members,' . ;
this 'study sought! tb systematize a et of hypotheses regarding

,` the -elatiship 'between ,thee number f meiribers iii a group, and
members' ,social nteractfon,5;-..'/

, .

2'. :The task for each group. was ,to discuss a "human relations"
probierii for forty ,minuteS. 4 .

, ,

CAa

3. Social interactions. were coded an,dhserver who was'
presen-t- with 1. gioup.

R. . . ,. o
14`. Results: As irtoup sizeincreaseep , `,,

. i',7)in-teractions inVolviing: litensiim release" -increase,
' b) -"suggestion giving" increase

c) "showing. soli'daritringrease
d) ."showing tension" decreases,
e) "showing, agreement" decreases,

cf) and if..groups with t members are not ccrrisidered;
-"giving informati ai.", increases while "giving opinion"

. .decrease .
g).. PAraluati e-statemen;ts are 'fewer in 1.4.rger groups. .

h) Larger groups arekm.ore likely to 'show solidarity.
$ 'The number )f`persons who participate at low rates

increases t ith larger groups ,

j) Mort 'perkals are ccntent to "Ileteri" in larger groups.1
/ t

B'ales; R. F., F.. L. Strodtbecli, T. M. Mills,' and M. E.' Roseborough.
Channels' of oairinunication in small groups. American Sbciol-
ogical ReView, 1951, 16, 1461-468.

1.. The social interaction of group members was studied
using the pales:Interaction Process Analysis.

,

2*. This study is in'liereeting because groups of 'various types
-; .8were studied,: eiperamental groips';composed-of students,
non student committees in their natural work settings,
thery groups through a se9ies of sessions, and diagnostic
councils operating in a research-clinIc setting.

The groupi range d in size from three to ten member*,
,Results: o

alXi predicted, as the tof.al number ox interactions
which an individual initiated increased, he,lso
tende'd to be the target of more acts, address pwre*
acts to particular others, andaddress moraacts to the
group as a whore.

3 b) There 'ere no effeCts to group size.

, V ,,

.01
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,-, uBass, B . H. An analysis of thq`leaderiess group Ibiiabussion.
. Journal of Applied Psychology., 1949, 33, 527-533.

k
v

AA

0 41. 'This study reported a quantitative investigation of the
use of le.afierleit, discussion'gtcups as an aid iii. the selection -,,'
of candidates -for leaderShip pcditions. , 4 . ' ...

% .-4(. ,
. ,' .2. Each group tias composed pf ten (students randomly.selected% .

from educational psychology classes !,- 0 . 4 . \ l'
I

4 .
4° e

.

3 Discuss n topics were related ,to.cotrs .e tobics. r

.,,

it.' Results ,. of _.

a T7 as found that '!074.th su-i't 'able motivation ..to
cooperate and achieve the.. goals relevant to the

* problem, a differentiation of functionVill occur C
t,rithin_the-gl-oup.11-- .(i. 5.32).

b) "RI a leaderless group discutsion; gone} -task may be'
assumed by,several pe'ople; some tasks. may be assumed
by 'one; 'acme tasks may nOtbe performedsat all' These
tasks -include initiation or,f ormulation of the problems
and goals, organization of the grdtp Is thinking, clarify-,
ing other individuals I responses, hitegrating responses
of sdvera indiv-Iceluals, questioning, motpating others,
to respond, accepting 'or rejecting other Individuals 1 a'
responses, outlining the discussion, -umniarizinp '
generalizing, obtaining the, group's agreement and form-
ulating conclusions:" (p. 53 ) .. .1

c) The member who performs the aboVe tasks most
frequently will be considered the.lead by the other.:_. group members.

.
,a. - , 4Bass, B.'M.,add P. Norton. Group Aze.and leaderless discussions.. - ,Jourriaji,

1951, ,35, 39? -4100. ,

.? . . ..
, 11. To"assess candidates fOr leadership positions, .leade less .-

discussion group( are-, formed from job applicants. . . .
,

sa 4 k. .2. Grotps of two, fotr; six, sight, and twelve members werestudied.
.

3. "The purpose pf this study 'Asp. to inv4tigate tie. effects,
of variations to 'group size of 'initially leaderless discussions
on: (1) the mean leadership rating attained by participants on.0 supposedly 'absolute' rating scales.; (2). the ext@Et of trat-
ificationwhich developed, as meagulnedby-the variance in

:Joleader/ship ratings attained by participants (3) the extent, of
. agreement among raters; and (14) the consistency oeparticipant.tehavfor." (p. 399) + ,

'

4. ReSults :
. , , .T.FIE grot4 'size irloyeasedi members Oicue,d fewer ,, leadership traits. .,.. b) Relative stratification generally increased as

- groups contained more members. /c) Observer, agreement of merilbers 1 ratings was maximal
with-Six-member groups and relatively poor with smaller
and largergrotips.,

"

,
1;6

4
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d) There were nb systematic. trends reggrding behav ioral

consistency. c,..

Davis; J . H. Group performance. Reading,. .Massachus t : ' Addison-
liesley) 199.

. .
' 1. This book is a very good summary of many Aspects of'

groups which have been studied experdMentallY in' laboratory
settings., .

. .
)'

2. 'Topics covered include: how .an individual fiffictiond in a
. social context) a taxonomy' of group taskpl the relative effect-

`Iveneb6 of individuals as opposedito groups, grotip.sttuctUre, .

and variables affecting group performance .(e . g . 2 size).
c

. .. Rsgarding. group size t - . .
- ,

.

a), Advantages of larger groups :are that a member 3s more.
1' liiccly to find another with whom interaction is

possible).;while it may be easier for mor reserved
members. '..o "hide 'in the crowd."

b) Disadvantages of larger groups are that subgroups
are more likely to form with goals inconsistent with
those of the larger group and increased heterogeneity
may make coLsensus. (or agreetent) more difficult.

-Fox) 'D., T. LOrge, P. Weitz, `and K., Herrold. 'Comparison of
,- decisions ,Wriliten by large and small groups. American

Psychologist, 1953) 8, 351. (abstradt)

'' .
I. Small groups (six - eight members) and large group&
(tilelve .- thirteerr members) spent fifty minutes discussing

°a "cothplex human relations problem. ,

discussions were appraised using Lorge Is (Quality
Points Score.,

3 Reaults:
4 ir-ise qualityof tire decisiOns reached by the large

'1" -groups was superior to tliat of the small groups

*It b) Large groups did not experience any specia.l.'diffi',:ulty
4n establishing channels of communication.

c) These 'findings contradtt, previous research.

a I
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1

.Hare, 4, F. A study of interactionand consensus in different %

gize4 groups. American Std.° logical Review, 1932, 17
?
261-262.F

1. BOy Scouts were ,diyided into groupi,/of five or twelve
members to work on .a.L.coup discussion; ptoblem.

2. - Results :.

a) The major finding was tlat consensus, resulting from
grouP discuss ion4lecreased in the larger groups. .,.

.b) There was more Opinion change among members 9f smal;L'
groups .

.

.c) Group, leaders had more .power to influence group
.

members ,in small' groups . 60'- 0
d) In large gioups, the leader was not lob important.

than other individual memberS .
---,:e ,.

e) Members of large groUPs mere-':m6-0 dissatisfied,; -_ '."

probably -because there was less opportuility'..ar 1

each Member to present his ideas -.-' -e
;'-

.

Kidd, J.'S . Social influence phendkepa in- a task-oriented gr". up
situation. Journal or Abnormal .and Sodial Psychology. 1958)
56, 13-17. --

--,

k

1. , this study investigated the '"effects of several situational
variables' an the phenomena of soc.ial influences." .

:.

. ,

. . : . .

I

2. Groups of two, four, and six members were-apared.

3 Each's ess ion lasted cixty minutes and groups met either
once twice, or three times

Q
1

4. Spoial influence was defihed as "a change in a respon9.e
following the presentation to the subject of a response
standard .9 apparent social'deriVation,"

Ili 1r '' . 4' 1.5, Resu ts , , '
.

a) P-114,i the particular situation studied, neither group
size nor

on
of gredp participation had ,significant

effects on social influence." (p. 1V 4 ' :

1 ?) Social iqluerice increased, when the source of the
response was another group -member . . ,

.4
)

9) Increasing group size did not facilitate task
performance. -. -

O

8 -4

C

R

.!
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Slater, P. Contrasting .00rrelates of group size. aciometrY,
.1958, 21, ..129,..139. 4

1. Groups were composed of two, three, four, five, six or '
seven members and met for four, forty-minute sessions to'
discuss human relations problems. .

2. An open-ended questionnaire was used to relate group size
with satisfaction.

D.

3. Results:, . . "

i7.F.Fom the members' point of- view, give -man groups
mere-modt7preferred.

',b) As group size-ncreased, mem bers saw each other as
"too aggressive, impulsive, competitive, And.in-

.

considerate, and the group as too hierarchical,
centralized, and. disorganized."' b., 138)

c) Based on inferences from .observed .behaviors,- members
of the smaller .groups were "too tense, passive,
tactful, and constrained, ;to work.together'in a manner
which is altogether satisfying to than.", (p. 138)

d) ATheit fear of alienating One another .seems to
-1zavent: them from .expressing their ideaa,freely.n
(p. 138)

. e) It was suggested that groups most be of a size which Nk.

allows members to express positiVe and negative
feelings freely and' in which. members would risk
antagdhizing others becauseof the overall atmosphere
of regard for others' feelings.

f).. -The group should be 'large enough so that the USS
of"a member could be tolerated, but small enough

rsothat such a loss could not be altogether ignored."

'(P X138) T 4'

,

StePh4p, P. PAand E. G. Mishler.. The distribution of participation
.;;Y . in small,groupsr An exponintial appr6vimation. 'Americans

SociologicalReview 195221.7, 5,98-coe-y

1. .Group members were -underdraduateSat Princeton University
With relatively homogeneous demographic backgrounds.

-
2. The size of the groups ranged from four tb'twelie memis'ers.

3. Groups met four to, seventeen times for fifty minutes on
each Occasion.

14..-The role of the groUp leader was specifically de-emphasized;
student (meber) discussion was .emphasized4d

5.. Bales' system for rating social interaction in oups
was used.

6

6.. -Results: ,... . .

.
.

377Tife main finding was that, in groups where roles were
initially not differentiated, as group size increas4d,
there was.a greater tendency for members to participate
either, very frequently or selddm. That is when new
ltembers joined &group, previously frequent contribttors

.

.

increased-t their narticivation and under-contributors 9qecresseg.: !:J.rparicIpatIon_even_iurtper,,
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Thomas p7 E. ..1/./and C . -F Fink. Effects of ro'b.p size. Psycho-
,lOgical Bulletin,li-963., 60, 371-384,.

1. /ilthiOreport Is an effort to formulate-generalizations
kbout the effects, of, group size from )a revis.w of
.p an..past research and. an analysis of -methods and pioblehiS
:relating to this. subject." (p. 371)

.s. .

2. this review attempted to coyer all. studies of face--o4ac
groups (two to twenty members) where' behavior was measured by
interviews quesiiemaires, or ob's ervations

'3. Generalizations: '
7iTiefuality, of performance and group productivity are

often,: but not always, positively correlated w-ith -
.groip.p size. -,

b) ',Tentatively it would. appear,Ahht, smaller groups
ixihibit expression of disagreements and dissatisfactions

more than largvr groups and give each individdal more
oppoitunity to' interact and to ,exhibit leadership
behavior . u ,

c) Ast group size incr-eats es, group cohesiveness decreases
while the possibility. of the development of cliques'
on factions increases. .

Cpriformity to group press es 'does not necessarily
increase with larger group .
Members are generally mor satisfied in small groups.e)

e

10

4:
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COrsini, R. J. ltet..__pphedg.of ,i0ti-.-;----syclistitlieraliy;- Chicago: James _____:_

Press, 1957. . ; , n

. , .
3. p

. , ' ..
"The ote4 4ial depth the (therapeutiC) method depends .

in part on ; the Size of the ,:group. In. general: the larger the
group,. the more stexiSCial the pletil,od." (p,5P), . . , .

_
. '' ..., ..

.. _
. 2. ,In a small section,. it is indicated that the optimal size

ford therapy group depends oh the therapist And the type of ;
treatment. , . , . , - ..; .- .

3. It is suggested, for example, that ten is the maxim* number
of memberS for a discussional or interpretive group, fifteen,is
the *optimum for peYchodrarnatic groups, and forty is .desirable fox;
lecture groups. - - .,

)
A '

lt. It is stronDy'empbasized, .however, that there are no ?
clear-cut guidelines' for the optimal- site for a therapy group.. ., . : . , 7.

Dinkineyer, D. b . and J J blur°. Group 'counseling: Theory and
practibe. Itasca, Illinois: Peacock Publishers, 1971.

!'As with other areas of groupdomposiiion, the qUesrion
oV. size is often a factor that -Must als ota c or.sidered..xith
the purposes of the group. The° authors' have no empirical
evidence that would allow us to. state that a specific site .
is rigiht for groups. From in experikentai background,' however,
e generally .support the notion. that a, group of eight memberS

is optimum for -adolescents and adults and a group often is ;,
maximum foi-Most'interacting groups. With children up to
junior high, five seems to be the maximum nurnber.fcii efficient
operation. Our rationale for advocating relatively small groups
stems from the fact that group counseling is .and' anuat be a tery,....,
personal experience. As group size growa, the group mu:st\t4...",
cane more impersonal, less intimate and' less satis g to
members: (p. 167-168),

N.'

4

0
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Egan, G. Ehcouhter:t Group. cesses for inte ersonal owth.
Belthont, California: Brooks' Cole, 1970'.

.

1. -"In- practice, groups 'range in size from about eight to
about twelve or fourteen members, but- Size is
determined to 2 large extent. byttle nature of the group
its gOals (p. 6)

2. 'If a group is too sma.11::
.a) members cannot space their Contriltitions according

to indiVidual_peeds or capacities, <

b) heterogeneity of contribUtion-is
4. diversity ,.of opinion is lost,
d) and' one or two members ( absence debilitates the. -goup.

;
3. II.the gribuii is' too large:. ,

, a), members:lose the opportunity to.contribute, .
.- b) shy members tend to uhide in the crowd, I I. t'c) ab'se'...oes will nct: be felt by the other members.i :,. \ i

. \Foulkes, S . H. -"ihera eutic_ group analysis : New Y tic:, International .
Univers itiep Press,' 19 . . N\ , , . '
1.; "The optimum number for a group would.seein to "be in the
,neighborhood of eight; with a bias-in favour of a 9-lightly..
"larE.er rather than p. smaller nUiriber. A largergraittp can easi
carry a few pe °rile who, for s ome reas on or other/ ai.q. .

t.L../ inhibited; a smaller group is more dependent ujpr', all the
members being active .11 (p..21) ' ...

. . " -. . , , ;:, --,..._k J -2. Later it is stated that; grOups should 1.,c4itair: five to'
eight members (e(cluding the tberapist). because obelOw
live there is not enough elbolz-rook for -group dynami's to
develop and above eight there is-not bufficient ititimpy to
do0 ju4ice to the individUal Members:11_ '(p. 6)-

y... Finally., a therapeutie group His` too, small\ when, Velar
seven and top large when above ten. \ The optimum number iseight. (p..201) , \

, .

. 1

.

0

0

0

0 0 0

0

o)

0
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Gazda, G. i1 Grouptbounseling: A developmental a preach. Boston, .

?Massachusetts:,Allyn and Bacon. 1 lt
,

1. -"Size aloneas it effects &tccme in a therapy (counseling)
g.rdup.isa limited and rather Uripreductive viewpoint. -(p. 168)

. .
.2. Although most of, Gazda Is discussion of grOup siz,esis, a
summary of Goldstein Is".et. al. (1966) book, it is 'concluded
that the optimbm number 9f 'gaup members if five to ten.

fr ,

3. By keeping oche group small, reticent members-cannot hide
or avoid iriteractfon",,

1

c\

4. Gazdats "rule -of -thumb for group size which is based on the
type of counaelee in -the group -and the duration and frequency
of group seesionsP says .

o
.

" a): Use 'Small' groups (five - seven) when frequency, and 4
diraticn .of therapy are Short (e.g., threannon,"chs).

b), ,,,USe larger groups .(seven to ten) when the duration of

therapy is 'longer (three .-to six .months y.... -,

c) One 'especially needs at leash seven members with t'
groups running beyond six months

N,

toalldw.'for
4k attritio11. 2:' .,

...

a), Generally;. ",ths smaller the group, ::the more frequently
it meets y tend the'ionger 'it ineeta, the greater the"

1. 4bppertunity for intensityof grail') involvement and
growth (p. 169)

Geller, J. Concerning, the size of therapy group*. The
I3iterna:tionallalidthe2. .:195171, 118-120.

5- A j-t o sl
1. 'The size of therapy groups is related to various
-techniques and depends upon their aims 'and goals. 1 Sp . 118)

2. "Asa general rule, it has been found that there is a
correlation between the size of the group and the depth of
therapy achieved The depth of therapy decrease as the size
of the group increases -.'! (p.

3. Therlosychoanalytic level of therapy reqUires that the

/ group be small (as few as three, usually Six - ten) because
a' of the eictremie intensity of the interpersonal relations within
the

:14p' droUpk designed to alleviate major presenting problems

S

#k.4 may'use'4More ceneral treatment approach and consequently

.
;groups eiAt to fifteen membera are cannon.

,./ K' -

Ne
o 5: . In the "HrepressiveLinepirational approach toftherapy"

;

(4t,14as-prnotional phenomena Which support and .strengthen the
,indiVid'ualts repressive abilities") thirty to fifty persona

.
. lika be/ togetSer.

.

, cs 't

6. The guic gnee. and orientation method is the most superficial
apiroach in which theoretial and practical aspects of
functioning are presented. Fifty .or More people are ..net

*unlikely in this type crf situaticE.. .

r i
I . . 4 .1)*

1. ___L)
.. , I , '` ..

't:e ' A

.:
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Goldfarb, W1 Principles' of group psychotherapy. American Journal
of Psychotherapy, 1953, 7; 418-432.

1. It is felt that "8 patients constitute ad ideal: number
for a group." Like most therapis'ts, Goldfarb does not support
his contentions with controlled- research. 'Unlike most writerg,
however, he at least'explains himself baSed on "personal
experiences in privatet practice."

2. With eight members, "it becanes possible for each.member
to establish feeling relations with every other member of the
group, and when such feelings are exposed-they may_be analyzed
for their neuraic content.," (p. 402)

3. An eight-meiber group is 'intimate enough to give each
patient the opportunity to express his reactions to others
and to stimulate an active interchange." (p. 1i20)

4. Another reason given in support of eight-memlaer group
is that when two or so members are absent from a 'smaller
group, the session ceases to be group oriented because
clients then /tend to direct their interaction.exclus'ive3.y
toward the therapist. .-

/
5.. Filially, Goldfarb claims that when clients tire discharged
from eight-member groups, those remaining request that more
persons be -added.

Goldstein, A: P., K. Heller, and L. B. Sechrist. Psychotherapy and
the psychology of behavior. New York: Wiley, 1966.

1. It is pointed out that there is -a- "blewildefing array
of diverse recommendations!' regarding the optimum number of
members for a therapy group.

2. Three factors account for this lack of consensus :
a) Recommendations are largely based solely on clinical

experiences.
b) In an elementary manner, group size is often

considered as a single variable influencing
therapeutic outcome.

c) Many recommendations are strongly linked to particular
theoretical_appioaches.

3. Goldstein et al. feel that "rather than being a single
determinant of later therapeutic event's, groVp size as an
'influence in psychotherapy becomes ,meitsningful only when
viewed as ail interactional variablie.f? (p. 338-339)

14 Group size is hypothesized t4 interact with "behavioral
patient characteristics" rather than l!nonbehaviora3. patient
ckpraCteristics such as age, sex, and diagnosis."

5. References relating size to group dynamics such as
Member interaction)` leadership, and intermember relations
are cited.

at

ti
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Hinckley, R. G. and L. Hermann. Group treatment in psychotherapy.
Minneapolis, Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 1951.

1. 'The size of the group has in this. form of therapy been
found to be an important point. Our groups are now made up
of from six to eight patients." (p. 95)

2. The authors, claim to have purposely triOigroups of

different sizes and found smaller groups to be inferior because':
a) they slot/ doon from lack of stimulation
b) and "there may "be the inertia of inhibition, of .

passivity, or of stubborn, hostile, mutual disagreement,
when larger, numbers would afford the necessary catalyst
members."' (p. 95)

3. Conversely, large groups (greater than eight members)..
a) render Mutual participation slow due to lack of time,
b) ire cumbersome and difficult for .te therapist,
c) create a situation in which individuals' reactions

may go unnoticed,
d) lwer mobility;
e) and perpetuate a lack of sense .of belonging.

Hobbs, N. Group-centered psychotherapy. .In Rogers, C. R.
Client-centered therapy. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 195'..

1. "Normally, groups are composed of about six people and
the therapist. This number of participants has been
irrived at empirically, and' research is yet` to be-done
to establish-an optimum number." , (.10 . 293-294)

2. This. number is required for "maximum personal interaction"
and "the economy- that has been one of the attractive features
of a graUp -approach."

3. *In larger groups:

la).--tthe process is slowed,

b) more members remain at the periphery,
c) and involvement increases.

Hulse, W. C. Private practice. In Slaysgn, S. R. (ed.) The fields
of group psychotherapy. New York: International Universities
Press, 1956.

1. Sik to eight members is the suggested size fair therapy groups
although good results may be obtained with up to ten. .

2. This recommehdation is based on the feelings that "the in-
creased number dilutes the therapeutic intensity" and that the
therapist is unable "to observe and record adequately the re-
actions and the interchange ina very largetgroup."

3. (Dr. Hulse is a psychiatrist and, persumedly, favors an
analytical approach to therapy.)
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Joel, 11. and D. Shapiro. Some principles and procedures for group
psychotherapy.. Journal of Psychology) 1950, 29, 77-66.,

1. The optimum number of clients for a -therapy group is
"probably between six and eight."

2. 'With this size group
be brought into focus .

erpersonal relations can best

3. In larger groups *there is not enough opportunity for
interaction."

.

It. Smaller 'groups will suffer and not function effectively.
in the absence of a member or two.

Johnson, J., A. 'Croup-therapy,: A practical approach. New York:
McGraw-HMI 1963 .

t ,

1. "The size of the group influences the emotional interaction
of its members. In general, the larger the group the less .

emotional interaction and the less closeness among its members."
(p. 27)

4

2.' "There appears to be rather geidral.agreement among-group
therapists that the membership of a group should not exceed
eight people." (p. 61.) The author cites several reports
which support, this- vievN--

.

Loeser, L. H. Some aspects of group dynamics. .International
Journal of Group Psychotilerapy, 957, 7? 5-19.

1. "There is a direct relationship in all true groups between
size and .funct ion . (p. 6)

2. The dyad and the triad are discussed as
)
the,mmt intensq

and least valuable, respectively, of group sizes.
.

3. Groups of four to eight members' are "ideal"- for a nUher
of reasons :

Libidinal drives are dilOted to 'safe levels.
Opportunities for intragroup transference potentialities
are provided: '

One ,or two people ,cannot destroy the group.
Hetereogeneity of paychodynamic types implements
.group inteacti on processes .

Diluted acting. .Out may te permitted. '

The therapist, is required to exert a minimum of
leadership and control.
Strong or numerous regulations are not required.
Each member is permitted a reasonable amount of
attention and time. dv.

/

o

,

4. The above reasons- seem to cane from personal R..xperience
as they are not supported by references. - -

5. Groups'of eight to thirty are discussed as "ideally adapted
to the educational process."

.

6. Masses are discussed as being similar to large audiences .

dr-
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Loeser, L. H., W. Furst,. 1. S. Ross, and T. Ely. Group psycho
therapy -in; private' practice. American Journal of Psycho-,

,; thrapy, °,12149, 31. 213-223 . -

1 . ,

i 1. The ideal size forla group is seven tic, ten pat .
\!

.

4 4

4

1

2.. Groups smaller, than seven are inadvisable because:

a) spontaneity decreases,
b) group identifibation is slcw to develop,
c) single individuals disproportionately influence the

group;
d) individual responsibility is increased to a degree

Of discomfort,
e) there is a lack of a sense of belonging,
f) the' desensitiiing,effect Of catharsis is less,

satisfactory interrelationships do 'hot develop,-
h), and exacerbation of symptoms by one patient may

quickly spread to other group members.

3. Groups larger than ten are unwieldy and there exists
a tendency takvard, dilution of effectiveness.

4., Although Loeser, et. al., state "that throughout th
literature, workers in this field'have reached an agree1nent
oh this point (aeVen -.ten members is ideal)", (p. 223),
they fail to cite anol. supportive referencei.,

Luchins, A. S. Group therapy: A guide. New York: Randan House,.
1964.

.

/ 1. "Although the" size of therapy, groups varies, from two

to a hundred, most groups range 1etween five and ten." (p. 120)

The_sizelof a,group:depends upon:
a) the value ,set upon the therapist's talues'eitherby.

himself or by the clinic",
b) the patient load,

/) c) the demand for therapy,,
d) the open or closed nature of the group,
e) the patients diagnoses,
f) and the type of therapy employed (e.g., Ten members

Ar be too many in intensive analytic Ilbrapy while .

twenty-five would be prober with a leetUre-discussion'
technique.).

Y

I P*1
_I'. 1

0

,
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Mullen, M. and M. Rosenbaum. Group psychotherapy. Ne;,!jork: Free
Press of Glencoe, 1962.

1. "The size of the ,group should vary between seven and ten
members." (p. 128)

,

*

2. kxcup could function with thkee to, six members, but
there would be a ,decrease in the amount of activity which.

':wou id lessen interactional content. Also, the therapist
would be forced to become mere active attempting to
stimulate participation.

3. At' least seven members are npeded so that the group can
Continue if one or two drop out. Participants wholeave the
grdup should be 2/p placed as soon as practical.

Ohlsen, M. M. Group counseling. New YoKk: Holt, Rinehart and
Winstoh,,, 1970.

\c1. n the section onngroup size, Ohlsen primarily summarizes
Loeser Is (1957) article.

/

2. However, scme factors are sugOsted as Considerations to
be Madeywheri determining the proper size- for a therapy Obup:

a, "...a member wait be able, to capture the floor to
speak,"

b) "to feel safe in discussing his feelings,"

c) 'no interact .meanindiiilly with 'others,"
d) :nand to obtain feedback:"
e1) the _client Is ilmaturity"

f) the .'clientJs "attention span"
g) the client Is "ability to invest in others"
h) "Each client mist redbgnize that adequate time has

been allowed for him, that ,he will not have to wait
too long in order to speak, and,that the group is

. small enough fOr him to 'become- deeply involved with
.the other members." . (p. 57-58)

Pinney, E. L. A first grow sYchothera 'y book. Springfield;
Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 19 0. G

1. A therapeutic group should contain "usually1Dore than three
and less than thil-teen" patients who have gone through a
selection Procedure. (p. 28) - .

y

2. '"The psychotherapy group Should meet at least once a week,
for an hour an A half andeshould consist of from foUr to
twelve patienthld ." (p .. 9)

0
,

3. (This text is written for psychotherapists who 'are just
beginning training in group psychotherapy. Dr. Pinney, M.D.,
is Clinisial Assistant Professor of Psychiatry at Cornell
'University Medical College!)

a

4

I
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.4 rPfeffer,. P. Friedland, arid S. Wortis. Group psychotherapy

with alcoholics'. Quarterly al of Siixd:iesorLoidur
19149, 10,,,195-216.

)
1. Dealing with neurotic alcoholics on an outpatient basis,
,the: optimal number of group members is five or, six.

1. .

.2. "A group larger than this does not- give sufficient .

-ciiportunity for the Participation of all patients. These
anxiety - ridden patients require ,a great deal of ;individual
attention' within,,the confines of the ,group situation." (p. 199)

,. .

Slays_bn, S. R. ParalleliSms,::, Ali& development of group psycho-
therapy. International .',_i_ournal_. of Grol.:pl'eychothemoy, 3.959:,
99 45.1.-462.7 ''' '4r41, ,, ,..

,

'T. DP, ai hiisti ical a1p-Prai"sal of -g,rdup psychotherapy,
'Slavb on' points 141, t40,t, most -tgeraPiStptef'er' eight. .
:leathers. ';in,,an lanAly-tiaklP*fcroUP: , '.,,,,P- - .. .., ,,,,,,

,ci,
2. Slavi§ori 4"howaveif prefers five or ate' patients because: *

.*
. 0, , 1 . , : q . ,

'a) 'there will be greater concentration of emotional. affect,
1?) self-identity is not lost;
c) *, hostirities aricfdisoaaforts may be reawakened,
d).:, it if3",, more the slze of one's family,
)' Aotionlal induction spreads rapidly, - ,

'cand interpersonal penetration is deeper..
. - ,

Wart erip -J. Group, uidance. ,- New York: % McGrawHill., 1960.
.

-.

1. - 'When group-counhelin, g rather than group--giiidance methods
are to be used, the group 'should be relatively 6mbll. The
optimum number is )alt, ,yet established by research, but reports
on experimental studies indicate that desirably -the number

',ranges from,ix to fifteen."' (p. 1714)
,,

, ,
I

t

2,.. Aarters fee1.0 that, generally,-groups smaller than six
are tbo testribtiviiand have limited resources while groups
larger thhh'fift,een may riot pe counseling (therapy) groups,
once the-size is that large. .., ,

. e: . t
4s
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l'inick C., A. IA Kadip, and J. D. Xrasnert The,training.and.
ppactioe of American group psychotherappts. International

.. Journal of Group Psychotherapy, 1961, 14419-430.
*.,

.
. (, . ,

1. In 1960 a oquestionnaire 4as sent to each member of the
AmeriCan Group Psychotherapy AsSociation-Vobtain survey
iniannation regarding therapibts' backgroulids, experience,
tYpe: of groups conducted, therapy goals', length of
fees, etc.

2. 64% of the organizatio resAnded.

Following is .a summary.of the (late on group size:

Number of group members .%,or dergists'using this size
'r

4. 4
5. ..- 7

.

,

, 6 ' 16
7 17
8 31,
9- ' 6

10' 9
11-12 5
13-14 1
15-19 ---'1
20-29 . 1

14

Theipsychoanalysis of groups. American Journal %f Psycho-,
therapy, 19495 3, 525-558.

ti 't&

1. he grotip should number eight or -ten.

2. Vitt.; fewer-than eight there is often not enough inter-
personal provogation and activity. '.(p. 529)

13'7. There'is lesNpontaneous interaction with fewer than
'edght members,

"However, with more than ten 'it is,difficult for both
tient and analyst to keep up with that is gang on." (p. 529)

4.* Gr oups run in institutional settings tended te,be'larger
0(about ten, members), groups-in social agencies were about the

median, and'groups,in private practice were mnallest.,

.1 ...
5. Large groups are bad for a patient's 'tamale" because he

. 'w 1 feel "lost" and -his "security" would seem to disappear.
These feelings would immediatel,y produce "immobility." .,,

6. \hereshould be an equal number of men and women (four
or fate of each sex).

.
9

1";

:
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Wolf, A. and E. K. Schwartz. Psychoanalysis in groups. New York:
Grupe and Stratton, 1962.

1. Devoting an entire chapter to the 'question of the proper
size, the authors review other therapistsg.ideas, add some
personal thoughts, and conclude that' "Group size is not an
absolute number or an absolute concept., but a dynamic; inter-
connected variable in psychoanalysis in groups.41 .(p: 88)

2. Whereas other writers (e.g., Slayson)-claim a Par4cular
size or,range of sizes to be. ideal for therapy groups, Wolf
and Schwartz state that group.ize depends on many factors,
(e.gi, therapistts style and experience, clients! diagnoses,
time, size-and shape of the roma).

3. In contrast to Geller (1951) It is felt,that'depth of
therapy determines size, rather than size determining depth.

4. AB long ab there are at leastfour group member's, a'
'group of anY Size will not be/facilitated nor impeded by
the addition )or deletion of 'a member.

-. , .

5. ,,Wolf. and Schwartz use groups with eight to
,

ten patients,
but feel that research is necessary before this range may be .

considpred rigid.

b. The'same points are also made in:

A,. PsychoanSlysis in groups. In Gazda,,G.IL (ed.
°. Basic approacheeto group psychotherapy nd'ou

counseling., Springfield, Illinois: Charles C.
'Thomas, 1966., .'
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